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Where do surveys fit in?
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Learning Objectives and Suggested Readings
Learning objectives:

• Identify whether a survey is the right tool.

• Understand the pros and cons of survey data and potential solutions.

• Apply strategies to obtain meaningful data from surveys.
• Link evaluation goals to survey questions.
• Identify type of question.

Readings: 

• Russ-Eft, Darlene, and Hallie Preskill. Evaluation in Organizations: A Systematic Approach 
to Enhancing Learning, Performance, and Change. Basic Books, 2009. Chapter 10. 
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Is a survey right for your 
evaluation project?
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A survey is right for you when…

You need information from many different people (external validity)
Surveys are particularly helpful when your population is in various locations.

You need answers to closed-ended questions or open-ended questions that require 
short answers.

You can collect qualitative and quantitative data.

You need to report results of your evaluation in a concise manner
Examples: Graphs, percentages, group comparisons

(Depending on the aim) You want to compare results over time
That means designing the survey for the program/project with a data collection timeframe in 
mind
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Pros of Using Surveys

• Fairly inexpensive once developed.
• Surveys are familiar to most people.
• Likely to collect a representative sample if you set up the right sampling 

design.
• Surveys provide anonymity to participants who may be more comfortable 

sharing in writing.
• You ask the same question to everyone. That means there’s no risk of 

interviewers rephrasing/changing the question (evaluator/ interviewer 
bias).

• Once you get a hold of creating tables/graphs out of your data, you can 
replicate this process easily for other surveys. 
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Cons of Using Surveys

• Risk of low response rates (either 
few people answer and/or do not 
complete the survey).

• Surveys assume respondent can 
read or write. 

• If survey is mailed or answered 
online outside the organization, 
you can’t be sure who answered or 
if someone helped.

• It takes time and several iterations 
to write a good survey.

• No immediate chance for follow up.

Solution

Call ahead of time and/or send 
reminders. Consider surveying a 
larger population. Survey on site.
Consider interviewer-administered 
surveys.
Call ahead of time to confirm the 
phone number/address are correct. 
Let them know the survey/link will 
arrive soon. 
Run a test survey with 2 or 3 clients 
of your first polished draft.
Consider adjusting future surveys.
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Steps for developing a survey
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Steps

1. Start with what it is you want to learn.
2. Think about your timeline, resources and overall logistics.
3. Write questions (or get them from verified sources).
4. Create the survey and Pilot.

For best results, make sure to talk to key people in each step! 
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Step 1. Start with what it is you want to learn

• With your team, explicitly and succinctly define your evaluation goal. This will help you stay 
focused (avoid data greediness!).

• Translate your question into specific things you want to learn that will help address your 
evaluation goal. 

Example: 

Evaluation goal: understand why clients may not adhere to their treatment goals. 

Specific things need to meet this goal:
‒ Understand  barriers to showing up: geography (lives far), childcare/caregiving responsibilities, transportation 

(has a car, gas cost), economic (not employed), is the client insured.
‒ Experience with services: wait time per session, waitlist to receive services, language of preference, sense of 

safety)
‒ Key attributes: Number of children, intergenerational household, etc. 
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A little table might help
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Information needed to answer evaluation 
question (constructs)

Specific variables

Barriers: Geographic constraints Distance from home
Transportation (has a car, cost of gasoline)

Barriers: socioeconomic Currently employed
Caregiving responsibilities

Experience with services Perception of cost of services
Satisfaction with:
• Program/services
• Wait time 
• Facilities

Demographic characteristics Age
Gender
Hispanic origin
Intergenerational household



Steps

1. Start with what it is you want to learn.
2. Think about your timeline, resources and overall logistics.
3. Write questions, or get them from verified sources.
4. Create the survey and Pilot

For best results, make sure to talk to key people in each step! 
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Step 2. Think about your timeline, resources 
and overall logistics 
• Who will lead the survey design? Who will support and how?

• Is this a one-time survey or should it be part of an ongoing assessment? Why?

• How much of staff time should the organization invest? Should an independent 
firm be hired? 

• What are the budget implications?
• Data collection method (paper, online, why?)

• What kind of space are you going to need (is info sensitive?), and how are you reaching out to 
your sample? (Does the targeted sample meet up in the same location or do you need to look for 
them?)
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1. Start with what it is you want to learn.
2. Think about your timeline, resources and overall logistics.
3. Write questions, or get them from verified sources.
4. Create the survey and Pilot

For best results, make sure to talk to key people in each step! 

Steps
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Step 3: Write questions, or get them from 
verified sources.
Look for validated instruments that get at the outcome you want to measure

• North Carolina Family Assessment Scales 
• Protective Factors Survey (Click here for other tools regarding child welfare)
• Trauma Informed Practice Scales
• National Health Interview Survey (a very comprehensive survey, available in Spanish)

Look for questions used in validated instruments, national surveys, research 
studies

• More likely to have a baseline for comparison
• Self-rated health: "Would you say that in general your health is excellent, very good, 

good, fair or poor?”  NM IBIS, and NM IBIS questionnaires
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https://www.nfpn.org/ncfas-g-r-training-package/
https://www.friendsnrc.org/protective-factors-survey
https://www.cebc4cw.org/assessment-tools/measurement-tools/
https://vaw.msu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Tips_Using_TIPS_Sullivan_Goodman_2015.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis/data-questionnaires-documentation.htm?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fnchs%2Fnhis%2Fquest_data_related_1997_forward.htm
https://ibis.health.state.nm.us/indicator/view/GenHlth.Year.NM_US.html
https://ibis.health.state.nm.us/resource/DatasetSpecific.html


Step 3: Write questions, or get them from 
verified sources
Most common types of questions: Open ended. 

• Use when:
• You don’t know range of answers.
• You want to capture insights on experiences, beliefs, or values. 

• Use sparingly
• Take more time to analyze (resource intensive).

• Use questions that engage respondents to think through the answer 
• Too generic a question might result in people skipping or giving quick answers 

Example: what did you like the most about the program? A: Everything! 
• If not carefully written, might be misinterpreted (not unique to open-ended).

Example: How did our services compare to your previous provider? (what aspect of services? Check-in, 
wait time?)
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Example – Open ended

Evaluation aim: Assess clients’ satisfaction with the program
• Option 1:  What did you like the most about the program?, or

What would you change about the program?
• Option 2: How would you describe your experience with the 

program to a friend?
What about the program did you find could help others 
the most?
The open ended question should compel the respondent 

to think through the answer
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Multiple choice questions (close-ended)

• Use when:
• You are clear about the range of answers

• Type of answers:
• Check one vs. check all that apply.
• Likert Scales: Rating scales that go from low to high, with low ones 

representing negative and highest the positive response.
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Example – Multiple choice (2 choices?)

Evaluation aim: Assess cost of care as a barrier to access and utilization of 
services
(From BRFSS, 2018)
Was there a time in the past 12 months when you needed to see a doctor 
but could not because of cost?
Yes 
No
Not sure (sometimes)
Refuse (or remind them in the instructions they can refuse!)
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https://www.cdc.gov/brfss/questionnaires/pdf-ques/2018_BRFSS_English_Questionnaire.pdf


Example – Multiple choice: Likert Scales

• If you want to “quantify” your clients’ beliefs or opinions, Likert scales 
can be helpful. 

Would you say the program was:

Or,
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5 4 3 2 1

Very effective Effective
Neither

effective or 
ineffective

Ineffective Very ineffective

4 3 2 1

Very effective Effective Ineffective Very ineffective



Add Likert scale answer options in the 
question or in the instructions

• In the past 2 weeks, how much of the time have you felt optimistic about your future? Would you 
say Always, Most of the time, Sometimes, Rarely, or Never?

• Instructions:  The following are statements about safety in the workplace. Please tell us if you 
Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree with them. 

• Answer options do not need to be included in the question every time. 

For new hires there should be:
More sales training
Less sales training
No training
Current frequency of sales training
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Strongly 
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree

Employees are responsible for bringing their own 
safety equipment to work ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝



Do’s and don’ts on how to write the questions
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Double-barrel 
questions

BAD:
Are the program’s duration and 
content what you expected? 
BETTER:
Split into two questions, one for 
duration and one for content 

Keep an eye out 
for: 
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Leading 
questions

BAD:
Do you think your clinician is doing 
a good job? 
BETTER:
Keep your tone neutral: 
How would you rate your 
satisfaction with XX clinician during 
your last appointment?

Keep an eye out 
for: 
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Making
assumptions

BAD:
How difficult is it for you to show up 
to appointments? (assumes it is 
difficult)
BETTER : 
Some clients find it difficult to show 
up to appointments. 

Have you had any difficulty showing 
up to appointments with your 
provider in the past 30 days?  
⃝Yes  ⃝No
If Yes, what was the main difficulty? 

Keep an eye out 
for: 
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Overlapping 
answer options

If a person has more than one difficulty 
getting to the appointment, allow them to 
mark them 
OR
Tell them to pick the biggest challenge

Keep an eye out 
for: 
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Try for questions that: 

Are clear and specific about the subject.
- How did you learn about us? vrs How did you learn about our community garden? 

Consider timeframe if you want them to recall something they might do/feel 
regularly

- How many hours a week did you normally work in the past 3 months?

Focus on positive/action statements.
‒ Please tell us if you agree or disagree with the following statement: 

‒ I never take off my safety gear vrs
‒ I always wear my safety gear

Are relevant to your evaluation aims (beware of data greediness) 
• If in doubt about whether to include a question that sounds interesting, go back to 

your aim and weigh how the question would contribute to address it
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Feel free to mix Close-ended and Open-ended 
questions

- When asking participants to report on behavior, ask for an 
example.  That will help you assess whether behavior really 
changed.

- Use open-ended questions sparingly. They provide lots of 
great material, but can be labor-intensive to analyze.
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Artworks survey of classroom teachers
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Artworks survey of classroom teachers
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88% said that they had increased arts integration,

but only 61% gave examples
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Artworks survey of classroom teachers, 
continued
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1. Start with what it is you want to learn.
2. Think about your timeline, resources and overall logistics.
3. Write questions, or get them from verified sources.
4. Create the survey and Pilot

For best results, make sure to talk to key people in each step! 

Steps
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Step 4: Create the Survey and pilot
• Paper or electronic 

form
• Interview or self 

administered
• Less is more

• Don’t be data-greedy.  
• Make sure every question 

helps you learn what you 
want to know (Step 1)

• Help with scales 
• Trauma-Informed Practice 

(TIP) Scales
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Step 4: Create the Survey and pilot

Pilot questions with 5 -10 program participants
- Time how long survey takes
- Find out:

- Were questions clear? 
- Can you think of any questions that others might have a hard 

time answering? 
- How can we make them better?
- Was anything missing?

- You can meet them as a (virtual) group. 
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The slides below include more details… Enjoy!
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Few things to keep in mind from survey 
design research
• Question writing elicits four steps for a respondent

• Understanding the question and deduce their intent (what are they getting at 
with this question?)

• Think back to the experience/thought being elicited 
• Summarize all that comes to mind into a single judgement 
• Write/select answer based on the format of the question

• An Optimizing respondent will follow these steps
• A Satisficing respondent will try for shortcuts 
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Few things to keep in mind from survey 
design research… 
• From Kroskick and Presser pg266: The likelihood of satisficing is thought to be 

determined by three major factors:
• task difficulty, 
• respondent ability, 
• and respondent motivation 

• Writing engaging questions (situation based, properly introduced surveys)

• Answer options in Likert scales are useful but…
• Lower schooling means shorter scales are better
• Middle point desirable if you have range of individuals who are in or close to the 

middle (fair representation of opinion)
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Few things to keep in mind from survey 
design research… 
• If you  have a “Likert” ascending continuum (nothing, a little, 

some,  a lot) consider a continuous scale:
• Example: choose point along the line to show how satisfied you are with 

your experience at our store. The farther to the left you go, the least 
satisfied you are, and the more to the right you go, the more satisfied you 
are:

________________________________________________

* To analyze, split the line in as many categories as it makes sense for your 
sample. Start at 9 (gives you a middle point) and consolidate as needed
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Few things to keep in mind from survey 
design research… 
• Acquiescence in Likert scales or Primacy scale: when the answer scale is 

repeated, respondents pick the same option (extreme satisficing: no cognitive 
effort at all!)

• Most likely:
• among low SES respondents
• Question is unclear
• Cognitive burden (questionnaire too hard and/or too long)

• Consider splitting the answers: agree or disagree? If agree, would you see 
extremely or somewhat? Very burdensome, though. 

• Consider splitting items (avoid long tables with same scale likert)
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